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Arty is a Mindset Educator and Fertility Health Coach. She has over 15 years of experience in complementary and
psychological techniques with a first-class degree in Psychology. She has  also has completed her Masters in
Investment Banking and has several years of corporate experience working in the City of London and Birmingham.
Her innate call is to empower others on their journey of transformation into elegant natural ease.. Arty is a member
of the Association of Reflexologists (AOR), Association of Reproductive Reflexologists (ARR), Bach Foundation
International Register, EFT and Mindfulness centre, EFT International and Fertile Body Method Register. 

"There are two major events that transformed my life, I gave birth to my sleeping baby daughter Alma at 20
weeks and I lost my father exactly 8 weeks later, same day same time.  After these life-changing events, I’m still

standing with my head up high.  Yes, there have been times that I could not feel the ground beneath my feet, but
instead of falling, I learned to fly.   This made me realise that I’m emotionally resilient and my calling in life is to help
others build their own innate strength.  A day does not go by that I do not remember the ones who I have lost
yet grief has propelled me to give birth to mindset education. I believe through mindset education which is learning
about your own self, you can make subtle changes to experience harmony in your lives.  When you start living a

life aligned to your values you realise that you are much lighter, positive, and happier"

Arty Amarisa

About Me
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Follow Me On Social Media

MINDSET EDUCATOR & FERTILTY
HEALTH COACH

DIRECTOR OF THE FERTILE BODY
METHOD & CREATOR OF BIRTH
YOURSELF PODCAST
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There are many families  who experience
the loss of a child. In the UK approximately
1 in 4 pregnancies end up with a loss and
8 babies are born sleeping every day
(2018 statistics). It is a privilege to help
others grieve by helping them acknowledge
their loss so that their feelings can be
validated. Only then one can slowly start
traveling on their healing journey.

"EVEN THOSE THAT
NEVER FULLY
BLOSSOM BRING
BEAUTY INTO THE
WORLD"

Chapter
 1
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Chapter 2

Love and

kindness

phrases
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Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward. Allow your spine to
lift and your shoulders to soften.

Taking a full breath in and a long slow breath out.

I invite you to take a moment to allow your heart to gently open, to become receptive like a
flower in the warm sun.

Ask yourself the question the following questions (pause between them)
• What do I need
• What do I truly need
• If this need has not been fulfilled in a given day, your day does not feel complete
• Letting the answer be a universal need, such as the need to be connected, kind, healthy,
peaceful, free

When you are ready, open your eyes and journal/share your reflections.

Close your eyes again, or keep your gaze low. Go as deep as comfortable to answer the
following questions (pause between them)
• What do you need to hear from others
• What words do I need to hear because as a person, I really need to hear words like this.
• Opening the door of your heart and waiting for words to come
• If I could, what words I would like to have whispered into my year every day for the rest of my
life – words that might make me say, ‘Oh, thank you!
• Allow yourself to be vulnerable and open to this possibility with courage. Listening 
When you are ready, open your eyes and journal/share your reflections
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Giving

yourself

compassion
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To begin this exercise, please bring kind awareness to 
➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤So far today, have you brought kind awareness to you (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart   (  ) Body 

Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward in front of you. Allow
your spine to lift and your shoulders to soften.

Now we will practice self compassion.

Taking a full breath in and a long slow breath out.

I invite you to think of a situation in your life right now that's difficult.
Maybe you are feeling a little stressed or you're worried about something happening or perhaps
there's tension in one of your relationships.

This practice is only for a few minutes, so choose something that isn't too difficult. Bring this
challenging situation to mind. What happened or what do you think might happen?

And now that you're holding this in your mind, I invite you to consider these things 

First, simply acknowledge that this is a difficult situation.

Find language that works for you to label what's happening right now.

Perhaps this is a really tough situation.
Maybe I feel a little afraid about this.
Just bring mindful awareness to what's happening right now.
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Next, acknowledge that difficulty is a part of life.

It's something that you've experienced before and everyone around you has experienced before
too. 

Remind yourself of our common humanity.
That difficulty is a part of our experience and like everything else, it will shift.
 Finally, I invite you to say to yourself from your mind,
“May I be kind to myself in this moment.” 

Acknowledge that no matter how hard the situation is you can still be kind to yourself.
Use any language you'd like that supports this sense of kindness as the phrases identified in the
previous exercise.

Perhaps choose wording you would offer to a friend going through something similar.

I’m here for you.  
It's going to be okay.  
You are loved. 

And if you like, rest your hand on your heart, offering kindness to yourself.  

Take a moment to take that kindness in, breathing in, breathing out, breathing in, breathing out. 

And now with that recognition of compassion for yourself, finish with a full deep breath in and a
long slow breath out. 

To end this Exercise, journal for 2 minutes each on the below questions

1. Areas of my life where I can be more forgiving are ... 

2. If I were more forgiving of these areas, it would allow me to ...
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To begin this exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤So far today, have you brought kind awareness to you (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart (  ) Body  

This practice offers an alternate way to allow ourselves to be cared for. We will work with a
technique of visualization in receiving love and care. This will help you cultivate the capacity
to accept love and recognize your innate worthiness. 

Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward in front of you.
Allow your spine to lift and your shoulders to soften.Taking a full breath in and a long slow
breath out .

Make a special effort to bring kindness to your practice today. Relax the body and let the
mind be at ease.

Bring to mind a person who cares for you.

It may be a family member, a good friend, or a mentor of some kind.

Picture this person standing in front of you, offering you phrases of loving-kindness. Your job
is simply to receive their wishes.

Continue receiving these intentions for five minutes.

Add another person who cares about you into the mix. Accept the wishes of well-being from
these two individuals, allowing their care and love to land deeply in your consciousness.
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After a few minutes, bring in a third individual. 

Continue bringing others in slowly until you have a group of people in front of you, offering you
words and feelings of kindness. 

Try to accept these wishes with an open heart. 

When you come to the end of your practice, bring your own gentleness and care into your
experience. Open the eyes slowly, and make your way back into the present moment.    

To end this Exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ Going forward today would you bring your kind awareness to (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart (  ) Body 
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Giving
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your mind
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thoughts
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To begin this exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤So far today, have you brought kind awareness to you (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart (  ) Body 

You may notice that your response to the mind and its thoughts is not always rooted in
kindness and gentleness. 

Traditionally, lovingkindness is practiced toward a person (even if that person is yourself),
but you can direct this same sentiment toward the mind itself. With practice, you can learn to
respond to the mind with greater acceptance.

This helps you see more clearly and not get caught up in reacting to each and every
thought. 

Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward in front of you.
Allow your spine to lift and your shoulders to soften.Taking a full breath in and a long slow
breath out.

Open up to your thoughts.
Keeping your awareness of the breath as your anchor, simply notice when a thought arises.
You may label it or note its contents, but focus on responding to it with gentleness.
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Whether the thought is pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral, try to bring some patience to the
thinking mind.

When a thought arises, offer a phrase of loving-kindness toward the mind and the thought. 

You may try using one of these phrases:
May I be at ease with the mind.
May I be at ease with this thought.
Thinking mind, gentle mind.

Reconnect with the intention to respond to your thoughts with kindness over and over again.

When the mind wanders off, just come back to the breath and pay attention when a thought
comes up.

Gently offer a phrase of loving-kindness and return to your desire to be at ease with the
mind. You may even try offering a phrase to the wandering itself.When you complete this
practice, make a dedicated effort to carry it throughout.Pause and offer the mind and
thoughts a few phrases of loving-kindness when you’re waiting in line, walking to your car, or
checking the mail.   

To end this Exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ Going forward today would you bring your kind awareness to (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart 
(  ) Body 
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To begin this exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ So far today, have you brought kind awareness to you (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart (  ) Body  

Today we will practice a visualization that will help you find peace, gratitude and abundance.
Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward in front of you.
Allow your spine to lift and your shoulders to soften.Taking a full breath in and a long slow
breath out.

As you allow your breath to flow freely now, I would like you to clear your mind. The idea
isn't to rid your mind of all thought but to encourage a smooth flow of breathing in. Set an
intention to bring peace to the mind. And breathing out letting go of overthinking. Letting go
of stress or anxiety and releasing anything that distracts you from this experience.

Now, with one more nice deep inhale and a slow exhale, bring all of your attention within.
Noticing your breath. Noticing how your body feels. Going deeper and deeper inside. The
outside world disappearing and a new scene slowly appearing around you. Different shapes
and colors come into view. Slowly brightening and sharpening as you look around. You find
yourself in a lush garden surrounded by bright green bushes. Beautiful statues. Vibrant
plants and flowers. Take a few moments to look around taking in your new surroundings.
You are the creator here. Dig deeply into your imagination and paint this scene letting your
creative juices flow.

Feel the soft grass beneath your feet. Hear the birds flutter and sing in the trees. Breathe in
the fresh crisp air. Make it real.
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Walking slowly forward now, you notice a path before you. Its stones are smooth, glistening
in the sunlight. Step on this path and continue to walk forward. Curious about where it leads.

With each step you notice that you are becoming more and more relaxed. Peacefully
following this gently winding path. Soon you hear trickling water and find yourself before a
great stone fountain. Take a few moments to visualize this fountain. Noticing the subtle
details. The curves. The color of the streaming splashing water. 

You know that the water in this fountain is here to refresh you. And you eagerly cup your
hands and dip them into the flow. Bringing your hands to your lips, you sip the water,
drinking every last drop. 

You feel overwhelmingly grateful for this water a deep appreciation you have never before
experienced. You are so thankful for this healing and rejuvenation. Thankful for the
opportunity to give your body what it needs. Once more, cup your hands and gather more
water. Drinking more slowly now as you continue to express gratitude for this experience.
This fountain inspires you to appreciate the gifts in your life. 

This fountain never goes dry so long as you keep peace, gratitude, abundance alive in your
heart. Feel the water flowing through your body inspiring even more peace, gratitude and
abundance to arise within you.

Imagine the water that flows from this fountain touching everything in the garden, nourishing
it, seeping down into the soil and traveling up the roots of every plant, every flower,
providing water for the birds and the small animals that call this garden home. Notice the
way the water invigorates these living things the way it invigorates your body. The grass
beneath your feet is supple. The trees above you are strong, their leaves glistening in the
sun. Filling your hands, you fill your own cup of peace, gratitude and abundance. Expressing
thanks along with all of the living things around you.
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There is enough for everyone and you are always welcome to come here to this peaceful
sanctuary to fill your cup. Any time you have forgotten to appreciate the very essence of life,
you are called here to bask in this divine experience of receiving and expressing gratitude.
Bring to mind all of the areas of your life that can use a sprinkling of gratitude. Hold them in
your mind's eye as you breathe easily and hold the water in your cupped palms once more.
Gratefully pouring the sacred water on these areas of your life any stagnancies in your
home, work, your relationships allowing the water to heal and rejuvenate these areas too. 

Envision your life perking up and blossoming with renewed energy. Appreciation flows
effortlessly from you as effortlessly as the gentle water flowing from the fountain. Breathing
easily simply enjoy your time in this garden for the next few moments, peaceful and relaxed. 

Now, it's time to bid the garden goodbye, once more expressing thanks for this experience
and then slowly following the pebble path back to the beginning. Allow the garden to fade
from view with your next exhale. And your current surroundings to materialize as you inhale
deeply, opening your eyes. Always remember that you can return to this garden whenever
you would like to fill your cup with gratitude. 

To end this Exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ Going forward today would you bring your kind awareness to (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart 
(  ) Body 
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be aware you are struggling
write a letter from yourself to yourself
from me to me 

compassionate other to you 
from you to me

you are writing to you someone else who is experiencing the same as you 
from me to you

To start of with choose one of the three options below.

1.From yourself to yourself 

2. From imaginary friend who unconditional loves you, who is full of wisdom and compassion
is writing to you

3. A letter from the compassionate self to another  

Eventually have a go at all three and compare them.
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To begin this exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ So far today, have you brought kind awareness to you (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart (  ) Body 

Let's begin by taking a moment to settle our body into a comfortable position. You may close
your eyes or keep them slightly open with a soft focus looking downward in front of you.
Allow your spine to lift and your shoulders to soften.Taking a full breath in and a long slow
breath out.

With eyes open or closed, begin by feeling into any body parts that are touching ground.
Notice that connection, between your body and the earth.

And allow your body, to rest further down. Down towards earth.Equally, feel into a sensation,
real or imagined, of the earth rising up to meet you, meeting your relaxing, downward energy
with a lift.  

And then notice your toes.Not necessarily seeking sensation, but a simple awareness, a
noticing, witnessing the toes. Both right and left side body.You may feel something, or
nothing at all.But stay with awareness of toes.  

And then awareness of the feet. Right and left foot. The inner arches, the tops and bottoms.
Awareness of ankles and heels.

Notice the shins. The calves.The knees and the back of the knees.
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Inviting in all sensation, or none, with equality. Treating all that arises equally.Spaciously.

Open to whatever arises, just noticing.  Notice the thighs. Notice the hamstrings. Front and
back side of the upper legs. Notice the hips, exploring sensation in the pelvis, the glutes, the
front, back and sides. All 360 degrees of the hips.  

Draw awareness up to the belly. Aware of belly movement with the breath. Aware of the low
back, and aware of the kidneys.

Whether or not this awareness of internal organs is real or imagined.  

And then notice the chest. Can you feel or hear your own heart beating. 

Not only through the front of the chest, but the back.  

From the chest, aware of the shoulders.

Ease in the shoulders as you explore right and left, front and back.  

Follow the felt energy of the shoulders down into the arms. Upper arms. Elbows, the front
and the back. Forearms. 

Notice the space in the palms of the hands.With the mind’s eye, feel the thumbs, and each
of the fingers. Notice the back side of the hands.  

Then awareness arrives at the throat. The neck. The very back of your head. The chin.
Relax and release your jaw.

Notice the tongue and the inside of the mouth.
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Aware of your ears. Your nose. Your eyes.

Aware of ease in your forehead, and the space behind your eyes. 

Notice the sensation along the underside of the top of your head. And then the outside
too.Crown of the head.  

Feel a sense of open spaciousness at the very top of your head.  And then rest in the
sensation of the whole body. Aware of the full body.

Complete. Connected. Whole.  

Remembering again, the connection between this body and the earth, before you slowly
open your eyes.

To end this Exercise, please bring kind awareness to 

➤ Acknowledge the topic that stands out  
➤ How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤ The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤ How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤ When you can apply increased attention to this topic in your day-to-day life
➤ Going forward today would you bring your kind awareness to (  ) Thoughts (  ) Heart       
(  ) Body  
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"The most beautiful people we have known

are those who have known defeat, known

suffering, known struggle, known loss, and

have found their way out of the depths. These

persons have an appreciation, a sensitivity,

and an understanding of life that fills them

with compassion, gentleness, and a deep

loving concern. Beautiful people do not just

happen."

DR. ELISABETH KUBLER-ROSS
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